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consideration in the philosophical fieldjhe works out the doctrine of
Psychology in his present first volume. With Psychology itself, Logic and
Ethic are classed as the specially " psychological sciences," and we are left
to suppose that in the author's scheme of publication these two " regula-
tive" doctrines will follow next, before he passes to Metaphysic proper
(disposed in the old threefold fashion of Rational Cosmology, Psychology
and Theology) ; no account, apparently, being taken of the right of
./Esthetic to rank on a level with Logic and Ethic. The " Psychology,"
filling all but 20 introductory pp. in the volume, is set out in five books
of "General Problems," " Intelligence," "Sensibility," "Will," "Special
Problems". Of these "Intelligence" (with Sense in its representative
aspect) occupies considerably more than half the whole volume ; included
as there is, in the treatment of the "properly intellectual functions" of
elaborative thought, all that kind of discussion as to fundamental prin-
ciples which it is now more usual, and surely more satisfactory, to relegate
from Psychology to philosophical "Theory of Knowledge'. Here, how-
ever, as elsewhere, while standing in the main by the accepted (or,
aa they have been called, official) tenets of the French school, the author
shows no little receptiveness to the ideas of opposed thinkers, especially
English, or at least is always prepared with a reasoned judgment on their
counter positions. The result is a work full of instruction, disposed with
good method. The booka on Feeling and "Will, as they are more per-
functory, are also of less scientific value. Under " General Problems"
(pp. 21-88) falls, besides the question of psychological method, the dis-
cussion of the notion of Consciousness. "Special Problems" (pp. 571-672)
include the topics of Habit, Language, Beauty and Art (by way of
^Esthetic, otherwise shelved), Sleep, <sc., Mind in A i l

Etudes famiMres de Psychologie et it Morale. Par FBANOIBQUE BOXTELLIEH,
Membre de 1'InstituL Paris : Hachette, 1884. Pp. iii., 315.

Five studies, popular in style but containing many interesting psycho-
logical observations. The general results of the first three are—that since
dreams take their character in part from past thoughts and actions there is
a kind of " moral responsibility in dreams," hence an effort to remember
dreams on waking may be useful as a means of moral culture (i.) ; that
" the sentiments of the living with regard to the dead" including the
" involuntary admiration for suicide " may all be traced to love of life (ii.) ;
that sympathy decreases with distance in time and space and is therefore
favoured by increased facility of communication, but has always existed
in man and as an emotion remains constant (iii). An interesting feature
of the fourth study (" The Compensations in Human Life") is the account
of three optiinifltic moralists, Robinet (praised by Hegel in his History of
Philosophy\ Antoine de la Salle and Azals, the second of whom would
seem to nave been undeservedly neglected by historians. In the hist
study (" On Time in Common Speech") expressions in which time is
personified and illusions of time are discussed.

Etudes ptychologiques. Par IVAN SETCH6NOFF. Traduites du Russe par
VICTOR DEEPLY. Avec une Introduction de M. G. WTEODBOPF.
Paris : Reinwald, 1884. Pp. xv., 274.

This translation of t ie work of a Russian psychologist is introduced to
French readers by M. Wyrouboff as a consistent attempt to treat psychology
in what he regards as the only scientific way, that is, as "cerebral
physiology". The author begins by a study of muscular movements,
voluntary and involuntary. Having reduced all movement to reflex
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action modified by the influence of' inhibitory' and ' augmenting' centres,
he applies this result of his analysis of the "known terms of mental
processes (that is, those that are known on their, objective side) to the
"unknown13 terms (that is, the conscious part of the process). He
finds that consciousness as well as movement can be reduced to the
type of reflex action. The two chapters on " The Reflex Actions of the
Brain" (Pt L) are followed by three containing "General Notions on the
Study of Psychology " (Pt ii.) : of these the first two deal with the question
of method ; the third is a sketch of the " History of Psychical Evolution "
(in the individual). The criticism on his work is made to some extent by
the author himself when he admits that there are many "lacuna" in
his system, and that it is in great part hypothetical; this criticism ia
carried farther by M. Wyrouboff. Although it is applied to the results
only and not to the method, the author's admission that the, "cerebral
physiologist" most seek his facts in subjective psychology may be taken
as a concession on this point also.

Les Maladies de la PmonnaliM. Par TH. RIBOT, Directeur de la Bmue
Philosophique. Paris : F. Alcan, 1885. Pp. 174.

M. Ribot here continues his studies in mental pathology with the aim
of throwing light on normal psychological processes. Prom Memory and
Will as thus treated before (see MIND XXIV., 590-2, XXXIIL, 141-4), he
now pusses to the central problem of the consciousness of Personality ;
stating the psychological question in an Introduction (pp. 1-21) ; following
his pathological inquiry through four chapters—" Organic Disturbances?
"Emotional Disturbances," "Intellectual Disturbances," "Dissolution of
Personality"; and summing up results in a Conclusion (pp. 151-71).
Critical Notice will follow.

Les Arguments de Zenon £EUe contre le MouvtmenL Par CHARLES DUNAN,
Docteur es Lettres, Professeur de Philosophie an College Stanislas.
Paris : F. Alcan, 1884. Pp. 44.

After pointing out the historical importance of Zeno, the author dis-
cusses his four arguments against motion as given by Aristotle, taking
them in an order which is the reverse of Aristotle's, under the designations
of "the Stadium," "the Arrow," "Achilles" and "Dichotomy*5. The
first he dismisses briefly as being of no value. He gives some space to the
refutation of " the Arrow " and Achilles " ; the exact meaning of the text
of Aristotle, the explanations of the commentators and the views of others
who have attempted a refutation of these arguments or have regarded them
as irrefutable being also discussed. By the argument of "Dichotomy"
(which he states as follows, partly translating from Aristotle and partly

S'ving his own interpretation :—" There is no motion, because the moving
>dy must pass over the half of ite course before reaching the end," and

similarly if we divide the first half of the whole space, and the half of this,
and so on continually), he holds that Zeno really proved the impossibility of
motion as a thing-in-itself. The argnmenta of " Achilles " and " the Arrow"
are intended to show that, the existence of motion as representation and
of time and space as real things being respectively granted, motion still
cannot be rationally conceived ; but they do not prove this. Motion as a
phenomenon is not in contradiction with itself; the difficulty begins-
when we consider it as a noumenon. I t was in the Kantian criticism that
the problem of " Dichotomy " first found ite solution, viz., that motion, being
simply a representation given in the forms of space and time, cannot be
treated as absolute.
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